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Model Development
Two aadels have been developed to analyse the
thermal responses of proposed fusion reactor firstwall design concepts. One model considers the thernal
responses of che first walls during cyclic plasma
burns of i 60 a. The second model considers the
ablation of the wall cacerial in che event or a pia.sua
disruption. Flrsc uall concepts of ..ie type: proposed
for near-tern experimental power re^-ors that operate
without a divertor have been a n a l y z e d . ^

Tha CINDA-3G computer coda haa baen adapted to
analyse the thermal responses and operating Limitations
of cw> fuilon reactor first-wall concepts under normal
cyclic operation. A component ot an LMFBR computer
cade has been codified and adapted to analyze the
ablative behavior of first-walls after a plasma disruptlon. The first-wall design concepts considered
ace a forced-circulation 'dacer-cooled stainless steel
panel with and wichouc a monolithic graphite liner.
the cheraal gradients in the metal wail and liner have
been determined for several burn-cycle scenarios and
Che extent of surface ablation chat results fron a
plasma disruption has been determined for stainless
steel and graphite flrsc surfaces.

First-Wall Geometry

Introduction
In addition to extenslva radiation damage and
bulk heating from high-energy neutrons, the first
wall of a cokamak fusion reactor will be subjected
Co high surface heac loads that may affect its integrity. For a tokaoak reactor operating without a
divertor, a heat flux equivalent co ^ 25% of the neutron wall loading will be deposited in the surface
regions of the flrsc wall during a D-T plasma burn.
Under normal operation, approximately 60*1 of this
surface heat flux will be produced by particle transport from the plas;na with the remaining *0* coming from
electromagnetic radiacion, primarily srcms&trahlung.
Tha absorption and removal of these large surface
heac (luxes pose a major problem in the design a: a
high-Integrity first wall. In the event of a plasica
disruption, essenctally all of the thermal energy in the
plasma and a fraction (depending on the electrical
:onductiviLy of tha wail) of the stored magnetic
energy in the plasma will be Jepasic.au in the surface
regions of the firsc call. Because or the inherent
difficulties in repairing or replacing the firsc wall,
it seems imperative that the first uall be designed
to withstand a moderate number of disruptive events.
In the present investigation two models have been
developed and existing computer codes have been adapted
and used Co evaluate the thermal responses and operating limitations of proposed tirst-wail concepts under
normal (cyclic) and off-normal (plasma disruption)
opzeacion. The first-wall concepts considered include a forced-circulacion-cooled stainless steel
wall and a radlatively-cooled graphite liner.
Appropriate materials property data used for the calculations have been obtained from the literature. The
plasiaa performance and burn-cycle tines considered
ara believed to be atcainable in near-cena experimental power reactors that operate without a divertor.Ii2 Thermally induced stresses in che firsc uall
are a major concern during n o m i l operation, uhereaa
tha extent of ablation of che first surface is the
factor u i c M t d for off-normal operation. The results
obtained permit an evaluation of the relativ« merits
ef forcad-clrculatlan-coolnd and radlatively cooled
Siret vail*.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagran of the i^rceicirculation-cooled metal firsc uall analyzed in che
peasant Investigation. This concept is^a general case
of tha Argonne TEPR vacuum wall design." It C T . S U C S
of a relatively thin ("" 2 cm) metal slab with Internal
channels through which a coolant is circulated ~.c renove
the heat deposited in and on ihe wall. The first—-all
nay oc may not also serve as the vacuum uall (the
vacuum uall and coolant panel are of similar construction in the Argonne T E P R ) . In either case ic is assumed
that the metal uall provides some structural ri;3j = rt
and serves as a containment for the coolant. !-.=
coolant channels in this design are parallel t; the
front surface. Based on earlier results,-<* :;-.e c-.-olanz
channels are located near the plas:r.a-='.de surface ar.ri
are closely spaced Co air.iaize thermal gradients -n
the wall. The modular units of tt.e xecal wall j.ra
O.a-cm wide with the coolant channels covering sli^tly
lesa than 502 of che equivalent front surface. 7>?
irregular shape of the front face of the rr.ecal ::hil,
uhich simulates the panel coil geonetry propose.: :^r
the first wall, produces cniy a s u o r variation f.-ca smooth wall.
A schematic diagram of the radiatively-ccol = i
graphite liner is shown in Fig. 2. The liner ij 1 ;i
thick and completely shields the structural •.:?'._ :r~.che plasma. The f3rced-circuiacian-cooi.ed str . t_ral
wall in this design is identical to cha stainle-:? '.tee!
uall described previously. Details of tr.e iir.or
support and the perturbations on che theraal gradients
caused by the attachment of the liner to the strurturai
wall haye not been considered in the present investigation.
Model for Cyclic Plasma Burn
The CINDA-3G computer code 3 has been adapted to
calculate the thernal transients in the first wall
during the cyclic plasma burn. CISDA-3G is a generalpurpose Chrse-dimensional code chat solves the diffusion
equation by finite-difference techniques. It is extremely flexible in that che user has available cere
Chan 100 built-in subroutines co accomplish a great
variety of calculations. The present model incorporates
(a) variable surface and bulk energy deposition in the
wall, (b) the heat capacity of che wall aaceriai, (c)
the heat conductance of the wall material, (d) thermal
radiation for the case of the graphite liner, and (e)
heat transport to che water coolant into the computer
coda to calculate the thermal reapgnse of the flrsc

vail.
Work supported by che Department of Energy.
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Hoiftfl operation for the presanc analyeia la a
cyclic b u m baaed on Che ealculaced plasma performance
for the Atgoone TEPR.1'6 The reference burn cycle
cooaiat* ot a 65-» pi
buns followed by a 15-s
of(-Clae for evacuati
.' the plasma chamber. Figure
3 show* a simplified
toxlmatlon of the power re•ponaethat was deciv. Eroo a complex power curve
6
developed by Brooks. The neutron power curve is
represented by a ramp Increase to a m a x i m a wall
loading of 1.6 HU/m2 after 6 a, a ramp decrease to
Q.75 ..{«/••; after 52 3, and a sharp ramp decrease to
u r o power at the end of the 65-9 burn. This curva
corresponds to an average neutron wall loading, at
1 HU/m* for the duration of Che burn. The total neutron power of i 400 MU Is Indicated or. r.he right-hand
axis. The radiation and crsaipore power is taken aa
251 of the lnetaacassaua neutron power.
1T-.D ssutron energy la saaumd to be dpotlted
Ehreughouc the stainless steel wall giving a bulk
heating rat* chat scale* directly as tha neutron wall
loading. The bulk heating rate corresponding eo a
1 Ml/a? neutron wall loading 1* 10 W/cra3 for atainlesa
atael. tha neutron flux, and henea the energy deposition, la attenuated exponentially through th* stainless
ateel wall according to the raaulca of Abdou. The
neutron heating in atainlesa steel is reduced to about
SOX at the backside of the Z-co wall. For the case of
the graphite liner, a uniform bulk heating rate of
7 W / C B ] la used for a 1 HU/n 2 neutron wall loading.
Mo attenuation of tha neutron flux la asaunad for the
thin graphite liner.
In the present analysis It la assumed that all of
Che radiation and transport power is deposited on Che
aurface of the first wall. This is considered to be
a good approxlaaclon for Che high-Z (aconic nuober)
ateel wall; however, the breosscrahlung radiation from
a high taopsracure plasma will have significant penetration (hundreds of eicromecers) in lou-Z materials
«uch aa graphics. Although this is nor expected to be
« major effect In the relatively thick monolithic
graphite liner, it nay have important implications
Eor chin low-Z coatings such as bsryilius.-i4
For the case of the forced-circulation-cooled
metal wall the heac is simply transferred to the water
coolant and transported out of the wall. For Che
case of the graphite liner, the energy deposited in
the liner '.a thermally radiated to tha metal atruccural wall and the heat again remsvad by the water
coolant.
Model for Plasma Disruption
An existing computer code, which was developed
aa a component of a larger Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor (LMFBR) accident analysis code, 8 was appropriately modified and used to determine the extent of
ablation of che first wall chat will occur after a
plasma disruption. This one-dloanslonal code treats
Ch* innermost, i.e., plasma side, region of the first
wall, as an ablative region. The thickness of this
region la chosen such chat some material remains
under all conditions considered. The ablative region Is
subdivided Into a desired, number of subregions whereas
that remainder of the wall is subdivided into two larger,
•qually-slzed regions. Although one can account for
h u t loss Cram the wall, the time scale far the plasma
duap is ao short that, for practical purposes, a heat
•Ink la Ineffective. The majority of the energy depeelted la accounted for by the haat capacity and the
heat of vaporization (or sublimation) of the ablated
•ubreglooa. Calculations hava been made for both a
atalnliaa steel and a graphite- flrnt wall. Because
tta ablated regions are vary thin (typically tana of

•Icroaeteri) and the response tlma is very short
(milliseconds), transport of any metal in che liquid
form la not considered for the steel. The thin fllaa
at* aasuoed to vaporizeor resolidify in very short
cloes. Sublimation of the graphite wsll is assumed.
llaterlala Property Data
The materials property data required for che
c»*. ?•?!*'. Ion are summarized in Table I far stainless
-_iii_ and graphite. Average handbook values are used
for the densities. The thermal conductivity tor
stainless steel was taken from che temperature dependent equation for unitradiated material.' The
thernal conductivity for graphite is sensitive to
the type of graphite and to neutron radiation.10"1Data for irradiated graphite at elevated temperature
(> 1QOO*C) range from 4 to 40 W/ra-'K. A mean value
of 10 V/ar'X. has been used tor the reference case.
This valus, which Is representative o£ high grade
graphite with 5-10,5 porosity, is used to account :or
effects expected fron high helium generation. The
specific heats given in Che table are handbook values
for the appropriate temperatures, viz., t 50Q°c cor
atainlaia steel and t WOO'C for graphics. The heacs
of vaporization (sublimation) are taken from cherrcodynamic cables and Che emissivicy of 0.8 is typical of
many material*. Bulk neutron heating rates have been
obtained from work of Abdou.'"^
Thermal Response of First Mall
The thermal responses of the stainless steel vail
and the graphite liner are determined for several burncycle scenarios and the extent of surface ablaticr. that
results from a plasma disruption is derernined :":r
stainless steel and graphite first surfaces.
Response During Cvcllc Plasm Burn
Energy deposition rates derived froa Fig. 3 and
the materials property data from Table I are ir.z:--:orated into the CIXDA-3G computer cede :c deter-.ir? ;he
thermal responses of the first walls for cv:>-- -l..s:-£
burns. In the present investigation a piane that intersects the coolant channel has been analyzed. This
plane is represented by the node points 38, 39, -1, i2,
57 and 60 In Figs. 1 and 2. Node 38 is on the T U S . T J side aurface of the steel uall with nodes 39, -1, and
4Z located in the steel wall at the positions indicated. Node 60 is on the plasma-side surface of che
graphite liner and node 57 is on the back-side surface.
Figures 4-6 are plots of the thermal history far
the four nodes in Che steel wall during one burr, cycle.
Figure 4 represents the reference case with a 1 :-':.:; T?.1
neutron wall loading and an 80-s cycle time. Figure 5
shows the effect of increasing the off-cycle cir.e from
IS s for the reference case co 30 s. Figure 6 is Eor
Che reference burn cycle but with a 2 MW/m2 neutron
wall loading. In all cases the coolant water ten?eracure is i> 317*C. Table II summarizes some of the
critical temperatures and AT's in che stainless steel
wall. Although a stress analysis has not yet been
conducted, a qualitative assessment of che thernal
stress problem for the various burn-cycle scenarios
can be obtained by comparing che variations in the
temperature differences between nodes 38 and 39 and
those between nodes 42 and 41. The longer off-cycle
has very little effect on these temperature variations
whereaa the higher uall loading (2 MW/m2) substantially
increases the variations in the thermal gradients.
Figures 7-9 are plots of the thermal history for
nodes 57 and 60 in the graphite liner during one burn
cycle. The thermal response of tha liner fot the
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tafarenc* burn cycle (1 Mia.1, 80-a cycle) and mean
tharaal conductivity for graphics (10 W/m*K) is shown
In Fig. 7. The effect of extending the off-cine Co
30 a (95-e cycle) Is also shown In Fig. 7. Figure 8
i h m i the effect of variations la che thermal conductivity of graphite, and Fig. 9 shows che effect
of increasing che vail loading Co 2 MW/m*. Critical
temperatures and temperature differences obtained from
this let of curves are summarized in table III. The
longer off-tine slightly reduces che plasma-side
surface temperacure of liner and che &T through the
liner. The thermal response of che liner Is strongly
dependant on the thermal conductivity of the graphite
for the range of values considered. For che low
conductivity (4 U/m-K), the oaxicua surface temperature
approach*! 1880'C, which la probably unacceptable becauaa of excessive thermal vapirliacion, and the
maximum 4T through the wall ts nearly 600*f. This
lov value of thermal conductivity may be reached for
highly irradiated graphite with ita inherently high
helium generation rates. The results are substantially
different when the high thermal conductivity is used.
Calculations for che 2 MW/m* neutron wall loading also
giva high values for che maximum surface temperature
(2123*C) an.' che at through che wall (516'C). This
raaulc indli ices that the maximum acceptable nautron
vail loading for a radlacively cooled graphite liner
la eubacandally leas than 2 MW/m z .

caaa, i.e., 1.0 os dump time, less Chan 50 urn of che
steal wall will be ablated if Che plasma energy is
deposited over at lease 501 of che wall. It la
assumed that the deposition time Is short enough and
theldepchiOfitha affected.region is so small chat only
vaporization of the steel Is Important,
Significant
transport of mutal in the liquid phase is not considered
for tht thin regions and share dump times of interest.
The ablation of graphice is generally less than hale
that of stainless sceel for similar conditions ot dump
cine and effective wall area. If the plasma energy
la deposited over at least 502 of the wall, the -jxioun ablated region is less than 30 urn far graphite.
Since all of the stored magnetic energy will
ptobably not be deposited on che surface of the first
vail, the curves in Figs. 11 and 12 are conservative.
Even so, results of these calculations Indicate
mat
first walls of stainless steel or graphite should
wlehstand a moderate number of plasma disruptions it
the plasma energy is effectively distributed ever
more than 25Z of the reactor wall. This is tr-o even
if no credit is taken for redeposition of che a ^ U . e i
material, which is expected co occur. Also, ar. estimate of che capability of other first-wall materials
to withstand plasma disruptions can be obtained by
lnsarting relevant property data into the models.
Conclusions

Figure 10 show* a comparison of the thermal
responses for che surface regions of the foreed-circulaclon-cooled stainless steel wall with and without
che graphice liner. Both the maximum cemperature of
che sceel surface and che maximum thermal gradient in
the surface regions of the steel wall are significantly
decreased by the liner. This indicates that She thermal
fatigue problem associated with a stainless s r « l first
wall* would be reduced if a radiatively cooled liner is
used. However, the lifetime of che grapnite liner
relative to that of the sceel wall has net been evaluated for the conditions indicated.
Sasponse after Plasma Disrupt Ion
The appropriate euteriJls pan-.e-ers have been incorporated Into the plasma dump cj.-^uiiT *:ode to calculate the extent of ablation of the first uall in event
of a plasma disruption. In the present calculation
boch che plasma thermal energy and the stored magnetic
energy in the plasma, which are about equal, are deposited on the surface of the first uall during the dump.
The time required for the plasma dump to occur and the
wall area upon which the energy is deposited are not
well known and probably vary wlch types of plasma
instability. Therefore, the extent of ablation of the
stainless sceel and graphics walls has been calculated
paranetricaUy in terns of che dump cime and che
effective wall area over which che energy is deposice J
Calculation] have been carried out for an energy J om
from a plasma that yields a 1 MU/m 2 neutron wall loar1
Thicknesses of che ablated regions as functions of tr
two parameters are shown In Figs. 11 and 12 for stainless aeeel and graphite, respectively. An instantaneous
dump, i.e., zero dump cine, does not allow for heat
removal from che ablated region and, therefore, gives
a maximum ablation thickness for a particular fractional
wall area. For dump times up co 0.1 as, che thicltaese of eh* ablated regions do not differ appreciably
from tha lnscancanaoue dump curves. However, che
10 M curve shows a subscanclal dacreaa* in tha amount
of ablacad aacarlal.

Th» CINDA-3C computer code has been adapted to
analyze the thermal responses and operating limitations
of two fusion reactor first-wall concepts under r.crr;al
cyclic plasma burns. The first-will desi;n cor.ee;;s
considered are a forced-circulation uater-caoie; stair.less steel panel with and without a graphite li.~cr.
For a reference burn cycle with an average neutr,-- wail
loading of 1 >K/nsz and a coolant temperature c:
-I?';,
the oaxinua surface cemperature in the steel -..all -as
402*0 and the saxi^un AT in the first 0.175 cr . : ;he
wall was 48°C. These values increased to -79' 1 iri
87'C, respectively, tor a 2 MH/ma wall loadin;. .-.•r
the reference case the raaxiraun surface ter.perjr.rof the graphice liner was 15&5°C and tha - IK±~-~.
'
through the 1-c-i liner U M ^ 2 J 6 " C .
;-':u-riv-'r, t .--_
values change substantially Mien the cnerra. • . :..tivity of graphice is varied over the range of _r.certaincy, viz., 4-40 W/a # *K for irradiated graphite
ac > 1000°C. The surface temperature of the gricnice
becomes unaccepcably high (> 200Q 3 K) i£ the luv.~r
value of thermal conductivity is used or if the r.=utron wall loading is increased to 2 >IWm~ with a;i
average value of 10 W/m-°K for the conductivity of
graphite.
A component of an LMFBR computer code has been
modified and adapted to analyze che ablative * ^hcivior
of stainless sceel and graphice first walls subjected
Co a plasma disruption. The thicknesses of ablated
regions were determined paracietrically for the tvo
wall materials in terms of the plasma dump tire ar.d
the fraction of the wall area over which che enerzy
was deposited. If the plasma thermal energy and
stored magnetic energy are deposited over more than 50"
of the wall, the maximum ablaced region is < 70 -n for
atalnlesa steel and < 30 urn for graphite. Slr.ce it is
expected chac che plasma energy will be deposited over
a major fraction (> 50%) of che firsc wall durir.q a
disruption, it is concluded Chac boch wall materials
should withstand a moderate number of disruptive events.
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Table X. Materials Properties for Stainless Steel and
Graphite
Property

Stainless Steel

Density, g/co

1

Graphite

7.9

2.0

Thermal Conductivity,

20*

W/B»K

4,10,40

Specific Heat, cal/g-'K

0.12 a

0.45

Heat of Vaporization,
Kcal/oola

95

171"

Vaporization Temperature,
*E
Emiasivity

1700

2500

Neutron Heating, w/ea3

10c

0.8
7C

Average value. See Ref. 9 for temperature dependent
value used.
Heat tti sublimation for graphite.
c

Surface heating rate for 1 MU/m 2 neutron vail loading

Table II. Thermal Responses of Stainless Steel Wall
with No Liner

1

so

1
95

402
322
43
2
4Z8
386
39
23

398
319
45
1
421
365
37
16

Hall Loading, MU/m*
Cycle Time, s
k
T
T

max

<38)l

mln

(38)>

"cax

(3B

*C<
C

*
-39) • * c

min ( 3 8 " 3 9 ) .
T
(42}, "C
Tmax
. (42), *C

"c

AT

(62~d) .

*c

AT

(42—41) .-c

iT

13. K. A. Abdou, and C. V. Haynard, "Calculacional
Hathods for Nuclear Heating — Parts I and II,"
Nucl. Sei. Eng. 56, 360 (1975).

2

so
479
322
87
4

537
454
74
43

Huobars in parenthesis refer to nodes.

Table I I I .

Thermal Responses of Graphite fct
Burn-Cycle S c e n a r i o s

Wall l o a d i n g , , Htf/m2

Cycle Time, a
K (graphite), W/m-'K
t

«wc (60)> *c*

T ^ ^ (60), *C

1

80
10

"4S

1

1

95
10
1478

80
4
18

"

1

80
40
13n

2

80
10
2123

1334

1211

1631

1202

(60-57), *C

2S6

236

594

69

516

(60-57), *C

122

92

406

24

239

Humbert in parenthesis refer to nodes.
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Water-Cooled Stainless
Steel First-Wall Design Concept.
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Figure 4. Temperature Response as a Function of Time
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